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Current-injection in a ballistic multiterminal superconductor Õtwo-dimensional electron gas
Josephson junction
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We study the suppression of the critical current in a multi-terminal superconductor/two-dimensional electron
gas/superconductor Josephson junction by means of hot carrier injection. As a superconductor Nb is used,
while the two-dimensional electron gas is located in a strained InGaAs/InP heterostructure. Two different
modes of injection are employed. First, in the three-terminal injection mode, where the injection current flows
from an injector contact to one of the superconducting electrodes, only a partial suppression is obtained.
Second, in the four-terminal mode, where the injection current flows between two opposite injector contacts, a
complete suppression is achieved. A theoretical model for the critical current suppression in a short junction is
presented, which takes the two-dimensional character of the junction into account. Qualitatively, the experi-
mental data agree well with the theoretical predictions. The injection voltage required in the experiment to
suppress the supercurrent is lower than theoretically predicted. This is explained by the fact that the width of
the normal region of the junction is slightly too large to be in the short-junction limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Josephson supercurrent in a superconductor/no
conductor/superconductor (SNS) junction can be controlled
by injecting carriers into the normal conducting region. Th
effect was first demonstrated by Morpurgoet al.1 for a dif-
fusive junction consisting of Nb as a superconductor and
as a normal metal. In addition, control of a supercurrent w
also observed in ballistic junctions with a high mobility tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! as anN layer.2–4 Control
of a supercurrent by coupling a normal reservoir via a c
striction to a ballisticSNSjunction was first proposed by va
Weeset al.5 Further theoretical studies on ballistic noneq
librium junctions dealt with the anomalous dc Josephs
current,6,7 four-terminal junctions,8,9,7 and Andreev level
spectroscopy.10 The current injection into a diffusive junctio
was first discussed by Volkov.11 For this type of junction
even a reversal of the critical current was observed exp
mentally and explained theoretically.12,13By employing a su-
perconductor instead of a normal conductor as an inject
supercurrent enhancement was obtained for an injection v
age which corresponds to the superconducting gap.14

The Josephson effect in ballistic superconductor/nor
conductor/superconductor junctions can be described wi
the framework of phase-coherent Andreev reflection.15–18 In
the Andreev reflection process an electron incident from
normal conductor side on the normal conduct
superconductor interface is retroreflected as a hole by cr
ing a Cooper pair in the superconductor.19 In the reverse
process, a hole is retroreflected as an electron by annihila
a Cooper pair in the superconductor. In case of anSNSjunc-
tion, where two superconductors are separated by a thin
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mal conductor layer, coherent multiple Andreev reflectio
can occur between both interfaces. Since a Cooper pa
annihilated on one interface and created at the opposite
or vice versa, a supercurrent is carried by this multiple A
dreev reflection process. The net supercurrent in aSNSjunc-
tion is constituted from the current contribution of discre
Andreev levels, energetically located within the superco
ducting gapD0 as well as by extended states beyondD0. The
current direction of the Andreev levels depends on the ph
difference between the superconducting electrodes and
the energy, i.e., the supercurrent of neighboring discrete
dreev levels flows in opposite directions. The maximum
percurrent, the critical currentI c , of a SNSjunction is de-
termined by the occupation of Andreev levels. In equilibriu
this occupation is governed by the Fermi distribution fun
tion f 0(e). For example, by increasing the temperaturef 0(e)
broadens. This leads to a occupation of formerly em
higher Andreev levels carrying a supercurrent opposite to
net supercurrent and to an emptying of formerly occup
levels. Altogether, this results in a decrease of the criti
current and thus explains the decrease ofI c with increasing
temperature.

Let us now explore the effect on the supercurrent in
SNS junction when the equilibrium distribution function i
replaced by a nonequilibrium distribution function. From t
discussion given above it is immediately clear that this
rectly affects the critical current of the junction. Experime
tally, a nonequilibrium distribution function can be realize
by injecting hot carriers into the normal conducting area.
case of strong scattering between particles mainly a broa
distribution function can be found, which resembles a Fe
distribution function corresponding to a highe
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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temperature.20,1 Consequently, the critical current monot
nously decreases with increasing carrier injection. In cas
a weaker quasiparticle scattering a steplike distribution fu
tion can be obtained, which deviates largely from the Fe
distribution function.20 For this situation even a reversal o
the Josephson supercurrent was obtained.12 In most experi-
mental situations the distribution function will be in betwe
both extreme limits.2,3

In this report we discuss the carrier injection into a b
listic superconductor/two-dimensional electron gas multit
minal junction. The 2DEG is located in a strained InGaA
InP layer. The high indium content of 77% of the chann
layer ensures that the mobility is sufficiently large, in ord
to operate the junction in the ballistic regime.21,22 Further-
more, the low Schottky barrier leads to a high transpare
at the superconductor/2DEG interface.23 Two different
modes of injection are employed. First, in the three-termi
configuration the injection current is driven from a norm
conducting terminal to one of the superconducting el
trodes. Second, in the four-terminal mode the injection c
rent flows between two opposite normal conducting ter
nals. The effect of current injection on the critical current
the S/2DEG/S junction for both configurations is compare
Additional normal conducting terminals at both injecto
were used to determine the potential drop between the su
conducting electrodes and the normal conductor. By adj
ing the magnetic flux through the junction to the first min
mum of theI c vs magnetic fieldB interference pattern, eve
an increase of the critical current can be obtained. Most
oretical models describing the carrier injection into anSNS
junction are restricted to the one-dimensional case. Here
present a model, where the effect of an injection into a tw
dimensional junction is calculated. The theoretical results
finally compared to our experimental findings.

In Sec. II the sample preparation and measurement s
is described. The experimental results are discussed in
III. In Sec. IV the theoretical model for a carrier injectio
into a two-dimensional junction is presented. The experim
tal and theoretical results are discussed in Sec. V. The re
are concluded in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The strained In0.53Ga0.47As/In0.77Ga0.23As/InP layer sys-
tem used for our samples was grown by metal-organic va
phase epitaxy.21,22 First, a 300-nm-thick InP buffer layer fol
lowed by a 9-nm-thickn-doped InP~Si! layer (ND54.9
31017 cm 23) was grown. The 10-nm-thick straine
In0.77Ga0.23As layer was separated by a 20-nm-thick In
spacer from the dopant layer. The the structure was fin
capped by a 115-nm-thick In0.53Ga0.47As layer.
Shubnikov–de Haas experiments performed at a tempera
of 0.6 K revealed a sheet electron concentration ofn57.68
31011 cm22 and a mobility ofm5363 600 cm2/V s. These
values result in an elastic mean free path ofl e55.3 mm and
a specific sheet resistance ofR2DEG

h 522.35V/h. Taking the
effective electron massm* of 0.04me into account, which
was determined by temperature depended Shubnikov
Haas effect measurements, the phase coherence lengt
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the clean limit case can be calculated by using the follow
expression for the two-dimensional case:jc

5\2A2pn/2pm* kBT. At a temperature ofT50.6 K,
where most of the measurements were performed,jc
51.3 mm is considerably lower thanl e . This justifies the
application of clean limit case for our structures.

For the fabrication of the multiterminal Nb/2DEG/N
structures first Ni/Au:Ge/Ni~5 nm/90 nm/25 nm! Ohmic
contacts alloyed at a temperature of 400 °C were defined
optical lithography. Subsequently, the geometry of the se
conductor mesa was defined by electron beam lithogra
and a Ti etching mask. By using a CH4 /H2 reactive ion
etching ~RIE! process the semiconductor areas which w
not covered by the Ti mask have been etched down t
depth of 200 nm, which is well below the In0.77Ga0.23As
channel layer. Before the sample was covered completely
a 100-nm-thick Nb layer the sample was cleaned by usin
He electron cyclotron resonance plasma source.24 In contrast
to the more established Ar1 sputter cleaning method25,26 this
procedure damages the semiconductor surface less due t
considerably lower mass of the He atoms. Atomic force m
croscope studies confirmed that after the He plasma clea
the surface morphology has not been changed, where
moderate Ar1 sputter cleaning procedure leads to a form
tion of In droplets at the surface due to the higher impact
the Ar1 ions. The geometry of the Nb electrodes were d
fined by a second electron beam lithography step aligne
the mesa structure. An Al mask was prepared by lift-off f
the subsequent SF6 RIE process employed for the Nb etchin
step. The Nb layer had a critical temperature of 8.0 K,
sulting in a superconducting gap ofD051.2 meV.

The geometry of the sample is shown in Fig. 1. The
electrodes of widthL56 mm are contacted at the mesa si
walls to the InGaAs/InP wire structures of widthd
5500 nm. Each of the Nb electrodes possesses a pa
contacts~112, 314! to allow four-terminal measurements
In addition, two Ohmic contacts on each side of the wire c
be used to inject a current into the normal region of t
junction or to measure the voltage drop between the su
conductor and the 2DEG. Owing to the large separation
tween the injectors the transport along this direction can

FIG. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of the multiterminal N
InGaAs/InP-Nb junction. The arrows show the current transfer
one of the investigated measurement configurations. The da
line represents the partial transfer of the injection current thro
the opposite interface.
2-2
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CURRENT-INJECTION IN A BALLISTIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 014522 ~2003!
regarded as diffusive, sinceL, ł e , while the transport be-
tween the superconducting electrodes is considered to be
listic.

The measurements are performed in a He-3 cryos
where the electrical leads are filtered byp and RC filters at
300 and 4.2 K, respectively. Additional filtering is gained
30 cm long Thermocoax cables, which are directly connec
to the sample at low temperature.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The basic features of the current-voltage characteristi
the S/2DEG/S junction is shown in Fig. 2. At a temperatur
of 0.3 K a critical current ofI c51.4 mA is obtained. At low
bias voltages (,1 mV) a normal-state resistance ofRN
'110 V was determined. This results in a characteris
voltage ofVc5I cRN5150 mV. As can be seen in Fig. 2, th
current-voltage (I -V) characteristics shows a hysteresis. T
current I r51.0 mA, where the junction switches back int
the superconductive state is considerably lower than the c
cal currentI c . As pointed out by Heida,27 the hysteresis can
be attributed to heating of the two-dimensional electron
in the heterojunction owing to the voltage drop between
Nb electrodes.

A. Three-terminal injection

The decrease of the critical current as a result of a cur
injection is shown in Fig. 3~a!. Here, a three-terminal con
figuration was chosen, where the injection current is injec
from a normal conducting terminalD to a superconducting
terminal 3, as illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. Owing to the slightly
higher temperature of 0.6 K the current-voltage characte
tics shows a smaller critical current of 1.2mA and no hys-
teresis. The superconductive interval is shifted along
bias-current axis if the injection current is increased. T
can be attributed to the fact that the injected carriers are
transferred directly into Nb electrodeS2 but also flow into

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristic of theS/2DEG/S junction
at a temperature of 0.3 K. The bias current is driven between c
tacts 2 and 3 while the voltage is measured between terminal 1
4.
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the opposite electrodeS1, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 The sub-
sequent carrier transfer fromS1 to S2 finally leads to the
observed offset contribution.

By an injection in three-terminal configuration the J
sephson current cannot be suppressed completely. Up t
injection current of aboutI D2351.2 mA a monotonous de-
crease of the critical current is observed, as can be see
Fig. 4. Here, we defined the critical current asI c5(I f 1

2I f2)/2, where I f 1 and I f 2 correspond to the forward
switching current corresponding to a switching of the jun

n-
nd

FIG. 3. ~a! Suppression of the critical current in the thre
terminal configuration. The voltage drop is measured between
superconducting electrodes~1–4! as a function of the junction bias
currentI 223 for various injection currents betweenD-3. The mea-
surement temperature was 0.6 K. The initial current-voltage ch
acteristic at zero injection current is shown as bold line.~b! Corre-
sponding measurement configuration.

FIG. 4. Critical current as a function of an injection curre
flowing between terminalsB-3 (!), D23 (d), andD-B (,).
2-3
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TH. SCHÄPERSet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014522 ~2003!
tion from the superconductive state into the normal state
forward and reverse bias current, respectively. In Fig. 4 it
be seen thatI c drops to 30% of its initial value at an injectio
current I D23 of about 1.2mA. At larger injection currents
the critical current approaches a constant value. A sim
behavior is observed if a current is injected via contactB at
the opposite side of the mesa. However, the response ofI c on
the injection current is weaker in this configuration.

The presence of two contacts at each injector allows u
gain information about the potential difference between
superconducting electrodes and the normal conducting in
layer. The corresponding current-voltage characteristics
shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen here, the voltage measur
the side, where the current is injected (C-3) depends almos
linear on the current which is injected fromD to 3. However,
the measurement of the differential resistance, shown in
5 ~inset!, shows some nonlinearities. First, at large curr
biases a constant differential resistance of 400V is ob-
served. A comparison with the measurements plotted in
3, reveals that for these injection current values the junc
is in the normal state. The peaks in the differential resista
found at about61 mA can be attributed to the transition t
the superconductive state of the junction. An interesting f
ture is the minimum ofdV/dI at zero, which is even lowe
than the differential resistance at large bias currents. We
tribute this behavior to the superconductive coupling
tween the Nb electrodes and the two-dimensional elec
gas.

As long as theS/2DEG/S junction is in the superconduct
ing state no voltage drop is measured between the super
ducting electrode and the semiconductor at the opposite
(B-3), as can be seen in Fig. 5. If the junction switches i
the normal state at an injection current of about60.9 mA a
finite voltage is observed, which is about one tenth of
voltage measured at the injector side.

In order to elucidate the local effect of the current inje
tion, we compare our experimental results with a calcula
potential profile in the normal conductor. If we assume
constant potential in the metallic superconductor and a s

FIG. 5. Voltage drop between contactsC-3 ~solid line! and 3-B
~dashed line! as a function of the injection current driven from
terminalD to 4. The measurement schemes are given in the gr
The inset shows the differential resistance (C-3) as a function of
the injection current.
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cific boundary resistanceRB of the S/2DEG interface, the
following potential profile is obtained:

V~x!5I
L'

d

R2DEG
h

sinh~L/L'!
coshS x2L

L'
D . ~1!

Here, x is the distance from the injector,I is the injection
current andL'5ARBd/2R2DEG

h is the characteristic length o
the current distribution. The corresponding resistance
tween the injector and the superconducting electrode is g
by

R3t5
V~x50!

I
5

L'R2DEG
h

d
cotanh

L

L'

. ~2!

From the normal-state resistanceRN of the junction we can
esitimate the specific boundary resistance:RB'300 V mm.
According to Eq. ~2! this results in a resistance ofR3t
'90 V and a characteristic length ofL'51.8 mm. The
theoretically predicted resistance ofR3t is considerably
lower than the experimentally observed value of appro
mately 400V. A resistance of about 250V which also
higher than the theoretically expected value is found i
current is injected on the opposite side from terminalB to 3.
One possible reason for this discrepancy is that the spe
resistanceR2DEG

h of the 2DEG is about an order of magnitud
higher than expected. This might be due to the fact that
electron gas is partly depleted due the metal/semicondu
interface. Another reason might be a decrease of the elec
mobility in the 2DEG due to damages caused by the CH4 /H2
reactive ion etching process. A similar effect was observe
resistance measurements on InGaAs/InP quantum wire
comparable width prepared by the same process.28 In addi-
tion, the difference of the two measured resistance val
suggest that the boundary resistance is not homogene
From the experimentally obtained values ofR3t we can esti-
mate a value ofL' which is smaller than one micromete
This means that the major part of the injection current
transferred within the first half of the junction into the supe
conducting electrodes. As a consequence, the remaining
of the junction is basically not affected and remains in t
superconductive state.3

B. Four-terminal injection

A complete suppression ofI c is obtained in a four-
terminal configuration where the injection current is driv
from one injector to the injector at the opposite side@Fig.
6~a!#. A sketch of the corresponding measurement configu
tion can be found in Fig. 6~b!. A Josephson supercurrent
obtained for injection currents lower than 1.0mA. For larger
injection currents the junctions is in the normal state. Ow
to the four-terminal configuration almost no offset contrib
tion is observed. The remaining small offset can be attribu
to a difference in the transparency of the two Nb/2DEG
terfaces. The critical current as a function of the injecti
current is given in Fig. 4. A striking difference compared

h.
2-4
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CURRENT-INJECTION IN A BALLISTIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 014522 ~2003!
the measurements in the three-terminal configuration is
the supercurrent is totally suppressed for injection curre
larger than 1.0mA.

In Fig. 7 the voltage drop measured between the two
jectors is plotted as a function of the injection current. T
current-voltage characteristics is almost linear, showing o
a weak modulation, as resolved by the measurement of

FIG. 6. ~a! Suppression of the critical current in the fou
terminal configuration at 0.6 K. The voltage drop is measured
tween the superconducting electrodes~1-4! as a function of the
junction bias currentI 223 for various injection currents betwee
terminal D and B. The current-voltage characteristic at zero inje
tion current is indicated by the bold line.~b! Corresponding mea
surement configuration.

FIG. 7. Voltage measured between contactsD andB ~solid line!
and betweenB and 3~dashed line! for a current flowing from one
injector to the opposite (A-C). The inset shows the differentia
resistance measured between the two injectors.
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differential resistance shown in Fig. 7~inset!. Two peaks are
observed, if theS/2DEG/S junction switches into the norma
state. Between these peaks the junction is in the super
ductive state and the two superconducting electrodes ar
the same potential. In this case the injected current is
almost equally transferred into the two superconducting e
trodes and subsequently back into the second injector.

At higher bias currents a resistance of'520 V is found.
The voltage drop is not symmetrical between the two inj
tors. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the voltage measured betw
the lower injector and the superconducting electrode
higher than for the opposite side, in agreement to the findi
related to the three-terminal measurements.

The resistance in the four-terminal configuration which
measured between the two injectors can be estimated by
ing the following expression:29,30

R4t5
2L'R2DEG

h

d
tanh

L

2L'

. ~3!

This formula was derived under the same assumptions c
cerning the interface properties as for the three-terminal c
Inserting the value ofR2DEG

h of the as-grown heterostructur
results in a resistance ofR4t5172 V. Once again, this value
is too low if it is compared to the measured one. As outlin
above, we attribute this disagreement to the increased e
tron sheet resistance of the 2DEG. However, even if the c
acteristic lengthL' is in this case smaller than one microm
ter, the Josephson supercurrent can be suppre
completely. We can explain this by the fact that the effect
area of the junction which is affected by the injected carri
is about twice as large as for the three-terminal configurat

C. Recovery of the supercurrent

The fact that in the three-terminal configuration the jun
tion is only partially affected by the injection current can
used to switch the junction from a linear characteristic to
superconductive state. This is illustrated by the set of m
surements shown in Fig. 8. Here, an external magnetic fi
of 0.12 mT was applied, corresponding to the first minimu
in the I c–B Fraunhofer interference pattern, in order to o
tain a linearI -V characteristic at zero injection current. Stri
ingly, a finite supercurrent is recovered if a current is injec
from terminalD to 3; e.g., forI D2351.0 mA a critical cur-
rent of 0.09mA is obtained. The critical current as functio
of the injection current is plotted in Fig. 9. It can thus b
concluded that an injection current can be used to switch
junction from a linear OhmicI -V characteristics to a charac
teristics where a supercurrent appears.

The reappearance of a supercurrent can be explaine
the framework of the local suppression of the Josephson
percurrent by the injected carriers. TheI c-B measurement of
our junction showed an almost ideal Fraunhofer interfere
pattern so that a homogeneous current density distribu
can be assumed along the junction forB50. Thus, for a
magnetic field corresponding to the first minimum of t
interference the current distribution has a sinusoidal sha
The supercurrent flowing in the center of the junction is ca

-

2-5
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TH. SCHÄPERSet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014522 ~2003!
celled exactly by a supercurrent flowing in the opposite
rection at the outer areas. By injecting carriers the effec
superconductive area of the junction and thus the penetra
magnetic flux is reduced so that the supercurrent is not c
celled anymore. As can be seen in Fig. 9, for injection c
rents exceeding 1.0mA the critical current decreases agai
This effect can be attributed to heating effects.

By injecting carriers from the opposite injector from te
minal B to 3 the net supercurrent could also be recove
~Fig. 9!. However, a larger injection current is required co
pared to the injection from the other side (D-3). This obser-
vation is in accordance to the measurements of the supp
sion of the supercurrent atB50. When the current was
injected from terminalB to 3 the suppression of the supe
current was weaker than for an injection from the oppos
side~Fig. 4!. Thus in the former case the area affected by
injected carriers increases slower with increasing inject
current.

FIG. 8. Current-voltage characteristic of the Josephson junc
at T50.3 K with an injection current from terminalD to 3 varied as
a parameter. The external magnetic field was adjusted to 0.12
which corresponds the first minimum in theI c-B-Fraunhofer inter-
ference pattern. The field was applied perpendicular to the plan
the 2DEG. The curves are shifted for clarity.

FIG. 9. Critical current as a function of the injection curre
from terminalD to 3 (n) and from terminalB to 3 (d).
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IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

The basic mechanism of critical current control inSNS
junctions by current injection is the modification of the o
cupation of Andreev energy levels with energye,D which
carry at least a fraction of a supercurrent.5,6,8,11,13,31The
strongest effect is expected in short ballistic junctions, wh
the separation of the superconducting electrodesd is smaller
than the clean limit coherence length:d,jc . Here, a super-
current is fully determined by the occupation of two Andre
bound states. In longer junctions withd.jc a part of the
supercurrent is carried by extended states ate.D which are
in equilibrium with the superconducting electrodes of t
junction.

The theoretical analysis of the current injection is bas
on the calculation of the energy dependence of the follow
two quantities:~a! the distribution function and~b! the so-
called spectral current density. As mentioned above, we c
sider the transport along the wire to be diffusive with
elastic mean free pathl e much smaller than the distanceL
between the two reservoirs attached to the normal condu
Furthermore, the distribution function in the control line
the mesoscopic junction withL much smaller than the inelas
tic mean free pathl in is essentially nonequilibrium, as dis
cussed in~Refs. 6,13,20! and may be simply expressed
terms of the Fermi functions of the reservoirsf 0(e6eV/2)
with chemical potentials shifted by6eV/2. There is no
simple expression for the spectral current density inSNS
junction in a general case, since it depends on the dista
between the electrodes, the impurity concentration and
transparency of theNS interfaces. However, its generic prop
erties are well understood from the previous theoreti
work. The limit of a long diffusiveSNS junction was con-
sidered in~Refs. 11,13!, while the cleanSNSjunction with
arbitrary length and a scattering center withinN region was
studied in~Refs. 6–8!. Motivated by the fact that the presen
S/2DEG/S junctions are very close to the short ballistic r
gime, while having a finite transparency of theS/2DEG in-
terfaces, we shall first demonstrate the theoretical predict
for the case ofSINIS junction. Here,I stands for the barrier
between the superconductor and normal conductor.

Equilibrium supercurrents in ballisticSINIS junctions
were studied theoretically in~Refs. 32–35!. In general, an
interplay between Andreev and transmission~Breit-Wigner!
resonances takes place in these junctions. In Ref. 35 the
versal expression for the equilibrium supercurrent was
rived in the quasiclassical regimekFd@1 by integration over
the transmission resonances. In the nonequilibrium situa
the general expression for the supercurrent density has
form36

Js~w!5E
2`

1`

Im Js~w,e!@122 f ~e!#de, ~4!

wherew is the phase difference across the junction,f (e) is
the nonequilibrium distribution function as a function of e
ergye @in equilibrium 122 f (e)5tanhe/2T], andJs(w,e) is
the so-called spectral supercurrent density given by the a
lytical continuation of the equilibrium supercurrent.35
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In a two-dimensional case, the density of spectral sup
current density through a ballisticSINIS contact~the mean
free pathl e@d, d is the interlayer thickness! is expressed
through the Green’s functionG(r ,r 8)

Im JS~w,e!5Im
i\e

m E dky

2p
lim

x8→x
S ]

]x8
2

]

]xD G~x,x8;ky ,e!.

~5!

Here x,x8 are the coordinates across the junction,ky is the
wave vector component normal to the current direction. T
normal and the anomalous Green’s functio
G(x,x8),F1(x,x8) obey the Gor’kov equations

S e1H D̃~x!

D̃* ~x! e2H
D S G

F1D 5S d~x2x8!

0 D , ~6!

whereD̃5D exp(ix) is the spatially dependent complex pa
potential, H5(\2/2m)(]2/]x2)1Ex2V(x), Ex5EF

2\2ky
2/2m is the electron kinetic energy across the junctio

EF is the Fermi energy,V(x)5W1d(x)1W2d(x2d) is the
interface potential, andW1,2 being the barrier strengths.

Matching the solutions of Gor’kov equations in theN and
S layers, in the case of a thin interlayerd,jc and symmetric
low-transparent barriersW1,25W, (W/\vF)@1, one arrives
the following expression for the spectral supercurrentJs :35

Im JS~w,e!5
e

\E dky

2p
Re

D0
2 sinw

2W̃4E1
2~cosd/jx2cos 2kxd!1E3

2
.

~7!

Here,w is the phase difference across the junction,Ds is the
pair potential in S, E15AD0

22e2, E35AD0
2 cos2w/22e2,

W̃5W/\vx , kx5kF cosu, vx5vF cosu, and jx(e)
5jN(e)cosu5\vF cosu/2e is the coherence length in the in
terlayer along the interface normal. The above express
has a resonant structure. The integration over the direct
of ky , i.e., over the transmission~Breit-Wigner! resonances
yields the total supercurrent and depends on the relation
tween the resonance width and the superconducting en
gap.

In order to introduce the transmission resonances, we
with the expression for the transmission coefficient of a ju
tion in a normal stateDN :

DN
21511~2W̃ coskxd12W̃2 sinkxd!2. ~8!

The width of the resonances is given byG
5\vF^uD(u)&/2d52\3vF

3/(3dW2), where^uD(u)& is the
angle-averaged single-electron transmission coefficient o
individual barrier andu5cosu. In the low-transparency re
gime D(u)5(\vFu/W)2.

Below we consider the quasiclassical regimekFd@1,
when an integration over sharp resonances can be perfo
first. In a two-dimensional~2D! case, which we are inter
ested in here, the spectral supercurrent density is given
01452
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Im Js~w,e!5
ekF

4p2\

D0
2 sinw

D0
22e2

ReE
2p/2

p/2 cos3udu

W̃2Aa221
, ~9!

where a(w,e)5cos(d/jnx)1(1/2W̃4)(D0
2 cos2w/22e2)/(D0

2

2e2). In the ballistic regime the specific resistance of t
junction in the normal state is twice the resistance of N
2DEG interfaceR2D52RB :

R2D
215

1

2

e2kF

2p2\
^uD~u!& ~10!

5
1

2

e2kF

2p2\
E

2p/2

p/2 \2vF
2 cos3udu

W2
5

e2kF

3p\ S \vF

W D 2

. ~11!

Finally the normalized spectral supercurrent density can
written in the form

Im Js~w,e!eR2D5
3

2

D0
2 sinw

D0
22e2

ReE
0

p/2 cos3udu

W̃2Aa221
.

~12!

In the coherent regime~broad resonances! G.D0 we get
Aa221.W̃22(D0

2 cos2w/22e2)1/2(D0
22e2)21/2 and the gen-

eral result Eq.~9! is reduced to the simple expression

Im Js~w,e!eR2D5
u~D02e!u~e2D0 cosw/2!D0

2 sinw

AD0
22e2Ae22D0

2 cos2w/2
.

~13!

A similar result was obtained earlier in Ref. 35 for the 3
case. Thus, according to Eq.~13!, the spectral supercurren
density in the coherent regime has a universal energy de
dence, independently of the properties of the interlayer
of the contact dimensionality. The spectral supercurren
nonzero only in the rangeD0 cosw/2,e,D0, i.e., there is a
minigap D0 cosw/2 in the spectrum of the Andreev boun
states. On the other hand, all states in the energy ra
D0 cosw/2,e,D0 contribute to the supercurrent. Tha
means that the contact is in the intermediate regime betw
a short ballistic weak link~bound state energyD0 cosw/2)
and a tunnel junction~bound state energyD0).37,35 Physi-
cally this is due to the properties of the distribution of tran
mission eigenvalues in a double-barrier junction, which i
combination of open and closed channels.35

In the incoherent regimeG!D0 this universality breaks
down due to a dephasing of the transmission resonan
Then the current-phase relation is sinusoidal and the crit
current scales asJc(w,e);D0

2(D0
22e2)21/geff , with geff

5pkBTc /G52pkBTcsd/@\vF^uD(u)&#@1. In this case
there is no minigap in the spectrum of the Andreev bou
states of the junction.

The above results are illustrated by the numerical cal
lations ofJs(w,e)eR2D presented in Fig. 10 for two differen
values of transmission probability across the single bar
for D051/(11W̃2). As a reference scales, we have intr
duced the coherence lengthj05\vFn/2D0, wherevFn is the
Fermi velocity in the normal conductor. The parametergeff
2-7
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of the model is then expressed asgeff5(4d)/(3jc* D0), with
jc* 5(gE /p)j0.jc* /1.76 wheregE.1.78 is the Euler’s con-
stant. It is seen that with increasinggeff the sharp gap in the
spectrum disappears and low-energy states are grad
filled in. On the other hand, in the regime of smallgeff the
spectral supercurrent becomes very close to the limiting t
peak behavior given by Eq.~13!.

According to Eq.~4!, these features of the spectral sup
current manifest itself in the dependence ofI s(w) vs voltage.
In the four-terminal configuration the nonequilibrium dist
bution within the interlayer can be approximated byf (e)
51/2f 0(e2eV/2)11/2f 0(e1eV/2). The results of calcula
tions are presented in Fig. 11.

In contrast to calculations on one-dimensional system38

the supercurrent monotonously decreases with increasin

FIG. 10. Normalized spectral supercurrent density as a func
of energy for various values of the ratiod/j0. The phase difference
between the superconductive electrodes was fixed atw5p/2 ~a!
Results for an interface transparency ofD50.5, ~b! results forD
50.1.

FIG. 11. Calculated suppression of the Josephson supercu
in a four-terminal configuration as a function of voltage between
two injector contacts. The interface transparencyD0 was varied
from 0.1 to 0.5. The ratiod/j0 was fixed at 1.
01452
lly

-

-

in-

jection voltageeV/D0. A full suppression is obtained at ap
proximatelyeV52D0.39 If the applied voltageeV matches
the position of the peaks in the spectral supercurrent den
~Fig. 10!, the decrease of the critical current is larger lead
to a two-step profile. Owing to the large density of Andre
bound states at this position, an occupation or a depletio
the Andreev bounds states results in a large change of the
supercurrent. If the interface transparencyD0 is decreased
the total supercurrent is decreased. Since the peak in
spectral supercurrent density are shifted towards lower e
gies, the steps are found at lower bias voltages accordin
As can be seen in Fig. 11~dashed line!, the steps are washe
out completely if the temperature is increased.

V. DISCUSSION

Let us first qualitatively compare the experimental resu
with the model. Only the measurements performed in
four-terminal configuration can be compared, since no c
rent transfer from the injector into the superconducting el
trodes is included in the model. The basic features found
the four-terminal measurements are reproduced by
model. The critical current monotonously decreases with
creasing voltage applied between the injectors. In contras
a one-dimensional model where a discrete Andreev le
spectrum is obtained a continuous level spectrum is foun
a two-dimensional junction is regarded. Especially in the
coherent regime (G!D0), the spectral supercurrent densi
is nonzero in the whole range within the superconduct
gap, as can be seen in Fig. 10. As a consequence, even
injection currents result in a depletion/occupation of Andre
bound states and thus to a decrease of the critical curre

As mentioned above, in the model a complete suppres
of the supercurrent is obtained foreV'2D0. As can be taken
from Fig. 7, a complete suppression of the supercurren
achieved for an injection current of approximately 1mA.
This corresponds to a voltage drop between the injector
about 0.6 mV, which is considerably lower than 2D0 /e.

In order to find an explanation for this discrepancy w
need to determine some parameters from the experime
results which are relevant in the model. By taking the va
of the sheet electron concentration a Fermi wave numbe
2203106 1/m is obtained, which results inkFd5110@1, as
required for the quasiclassical regime described by
model. From measurements of the differential resistance
function of the bias voltage at a single Nb/2DEG interfac
which were prepared on the same chip, an interface trans
ency D0 of 0.6 was extracted, which is close to the ma
mum value of D050.5 considered in the model. Th
temperature-independent clean-limit coherence lengthjc* has
a value of 100 nm for our sample. This results in a value
2.5 ford/2jc* . The latter quantity is a measure of the numb
of Andreev bound states in the direction perpendicular to
S/2DEG interface. However, our model is restricted to t
case whered/2jc* ,1.

The fact that for our sample the quantityd/2jc* is larger
than one might be the reason, why the supercurrent is s
pressed at lower injection voltages. Our junction can be c
sidered to be in the intermediate range between the short
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long-junction regime. In contrast to our model, probab
more than one Andreev level is present perpendicular to
S/2DEG interface. Due to the larger number of Andreev le
els within the gap, the Andreev levels which carry a sup
current in the opposite direction are closer to the Fermi
ergy. As a consequence, the supercurrent is decrease
lower injection voltages. At higher injection currents, an
fective heating of the electron gas between the two super
ducting electrodes might enhance the suppression of the
percurrent.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, control of the supercurrent of aS/2DEG/S
junction by injection hot carriers was studied. In a fou
terminal configuration a complete suppression of the crit
current was achieved. In contrast, in a three-terminal c
figuration, the Josephson supercurrent could not be s
pressed completely. An analysis of the resistances meas
between the injector contact and one of the superconduc
electrodes revealed that most of the injection current w
transferred to the Nb electrodes in the vicinity of the inject
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